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Abstract. The maturation of semantic web standards and associated
web-based data representations like schema.org have made RDF a popular model for representing graph data and semi-structured knowledge.
However, most existing SPARQL endpoint supports simple access control
mechanism preventing its use for many applications. To protect the data
stored in RDF stores, we describe a framework to support attribute-based
fine grained access control and explore its feasibility. We implemented a
prototype of the system and used it to carry out an initial analysis on
the relation between access control policies, query execution time, and
size of the RDF dataset.
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Introduction

The maturation of Semantic Web standards and associated web-based data representations like schema.org have made RDF a popular model for representing
graph data and semi-structured knowledge. Triple stores are used to hold and
query an RDF dataset and often expose a SPARQL endpoint service on the Web
for public access. Most existing SPARQL endpoints support very simple access
control mechanisms, if any at all, preventing their use for many applications
where fine-grained privacy or data security is important.
Considerable research has been done to provide security to semantic data [1–
6] - data represented using semantic web standard like RDF, RDFS and OWL.
The work can be classified into four categories: Rule based, Named Graph or
View based, Description Logic (DL) based and triple pattern based. There are
also some standard frameworks such as Web Access Control [7] that can provide
access control for semantic data. However, each of the approaches has shortcomings, especially when granularity of access control and the open environment
of the web are considered. The enforcement of fine-grained policies on complex
queries can require significant processing. An open environment allows users
to submit ad hoc queries, preventing a system from pre-processing queries and
storing the results for later use.

We present an approach to provide fine-grained attribute-based access control
for triple stores to facilitate privacy and security. Our approach has the advantage of being a ”pluggable” filter for generic SPARQL endpoints and thereby
protecting a triple store that allows users to submit SPARQL queries.
The paper is organized as follows. After reviewing related literature in Section 2, we explain our framework to support attribute-based fine grained access
control in Section 3 with an example to show representation of access policies in
triple-based pattern and a mechanism to enforce access policies on user’s query.
In Section 4, we demonstrate the feasibility and present an initial analysis on
the relation between access control policies, query execution time, and size of
the RDF dataset. In Section 5 we summarize our work and briefly describe our
plans for future work.
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Literature review

The problem of enhancing the security and privacy of RDF data with access control policies has been studied for many years. Research works on access control
for RDF data can be categorized based on the techniques employed [8] as (1)
Named Graph or view, (2) Rule, (3) Description Logic and (4) Triple pattern.
Each approach aims to provide security at a different level of granularity, either
fine-grained or course-grained. In case of fine-grained access controls, policies
are defined on a triple’s subject, object or predicate, an RDF statement, or on
a set of RDF statements based on some regular expression. On the other hand,
policies for course-grained access controls are defined on a materialized named
graph, or on a triple store.
Rule based approaches make use of rule languages like SWRL1 or n3 2 to represent access control policies. Rule based policies can provide fine grained access
control [2], as well as course grained access control [9, 10]. However, depending
on granularity level, there can be high redundancy among the policies as the set
of conditions used among the policies are same [3].
Approaches based on Named Graphs [11] combine multiple RDF graphs in a
single document or repository and name each with an URI. Based on the access
control policy, each user of the system is associated with corresponding set of
named graphs [3]. The use of named graphs can simplify the process of providing access control, but the creation and materialization of the additional named
graphs needed for access control requires considerable effort. Materializing the
named graphs also comes with an expense of storage space and multiple simultaneous updates [12]. Moreover, named graphs can introduce redundancy for triple
stores containing multiple cycles and multiple paths from a fixed source class to
a fixed destination class.
In description logic (DL) [13] based policy representations, validity of the
access control is determined using off-the-shelf reasoners. There are several advantages of DL based approach [4] over other approaches. First, policies can be
1
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more expressive since they can rely on DL reasoning. Second, policies can be easily analyzed for consistency, comparison, verification and querying using off-theshelf reasoners. Third, other security standards, like XACML3 , can be modeled
in OWL-DL [14, 15]. However, since the policies are defined on T–Box entities
and access control is determined using subsumption reasoning, the approach is
typically limited to be all or none with respect to the instances present in the
A–Box. To best of our knowledge, only [16] tried to provide fined grained access
control by labeling axioms present in knowledge base. However, such an approach
require a lattice structure, with respect to subsumption operator, among axioms
present in the T–Box. Most of the time, such a requirement is difficult to meet,
as their might not be any specific schema representing underlying RDF data.
Moreover, data stored in a triple store might follow RDF semantic standards
but might not adhere any DL profile.
Triple pattern based approaches like [17] provide fine grained access control by annotating each triple either as accessible or inaccessible for an user,
and hence converting a triple store to a quad store. However, as the triple is
marked for an user, such an approach makes it difficult to determine the accessibility of the same triple for multiple users. Approaches like [5] uses SWRL and
the Lightweight Access Control Schema (LACS) vocabulary to authenticate and
provides fine-grained access control by predefining a set of SPARQL queries and
associating them with the users of the system. Such an approach provides the
flexibility to associate the same triple with multiple users but cannot answer user
queries that require a combination of two or more predefined SPARQL queries.
Approaches like [18] provide fine-grained access control by masking, to hide
details, the entities present in a triple and thereby distributing the materialized
copy of a triple store. As distribution is materialized, [18] is more effective for
triple stores with a small number of triple count. Our approach differs from
[19] by giving importance to the user attributes. Also, the use of the FILTER
operator to restrict access can produce empty query result. For example consider
an taxonomy with Animal, SocialAnimal, and WildAnimal as classes and Animal
as the superclass of the remaining classes. A user’s query to find all instances
of SocialAnimal will be rewritten as all instances of SocialAnimal and FILTER
all instances of Animal [20], which ends up being empty [21]. An attributebased fine-grained approach [22] make use of the SeRQL query language but
lacks some of the operators that are present in SPARQL [23, 24]. [25, 26] provide
access control but does not support attribute-based access.
With respect to above approaches, we provide an initial attribute-based
framework to (1) authenticate users, (2) associate the same triple to multiple
users, (3) avoid redundancy and (4) demonstrate feasibility and present an initial
analysis of the approach.
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Framework

In this section, we briefly describe our framework for attribute-based fine-grained
access control. The framework is built on the notion of access control represented
in form of triple patterns, such that it can be added directly or can be used to
modify user’s SPARQL query. As shown in Figure 1, the framework is divided
into six different modules (1) user data, (2) authentication, (3) background data,
(4) triple-based access policies, (5) triple policy enforcement and (6) triple store.
We briefly describe each of the modules below.

Fig. 1. Framework to provide attribute-based fine grained access control.

I. User data: User data is a set of attributes of the user, and are submitted
with user’s SPARQL query.
II. Authentication: The authentication module is used to verify the identity of the user.
III. Background data: Background data is used to provide additional information beside the details supplied by the user. Background data can either
be context information or some other knowledge sources which can facilitate in
enforcing policies.
IV. Triple-based access policies: Triple-based access polices is a set of
rules used to restrict the scope of submitted user queries, and are represented in
form of triple patterns.
V. Triple policy enforcement: Triple policy enforcement applies access
policies on submitted user query, such that only authenticated set of triples are
accessed by the user.
VI. Triple store: Triple store is used to store information in form of triples.

As shown in Figure 1, a user submits a query along with corresponding set
of attributes. The system, on receiving the query and attributes, authenticates
the user and forwards the query to the triple policy enforcement module. This
module uses access policies to restrict the scope of the query to form a restricted
query which accesses only triples which are allowed to be accessed. The restricted
query is sent to the triple store for execution and the result is offered back to
the user without modification. Rewriting the user query before execution helps
to hide triples which violates the policy. Such scenarios happen when there are
multiple paths from a source node to a destination node of same length with
one path begin accessible to the user while the other path is restricted. Due
to inference, other triple may be accessible to form the result and the system
may make the mistake of considering them as the triples accessible to the user.
Also, rewriting provides an opportunity to optimize the query. We describe each
module in more detail in the subsections below.
3.1

Authentication

In general, authentication can be performed by any of different approaches,
including OAuth4 , WebID5 and OpenID6 , each of which aims to support sharing
of data across different web sites. In addition, [27] uses SPARQL ASK queries
with a set of user attributes to authenticate a user. However, a SPARQL ASK
based verification introduces some delay in the over all query execution time
[10]. OWL based authentication, like ROWLBAC [28], can be used to determine
authentication of the user with special requirements like dynamic and static
separation of duty. The choice of an authentication mechanism varies depending
on application requirements.
3.2

Policy Representation and Enforcement

In this section we represent and describe access control policies, and an algorithm to enforce access policies to restrict scope of submitted user query. Each
access control policy has four components: (1) attributes, (2) actions, (3) requested triple patterns and (4) preconditions. The first component, “attributes
(Attrib)”, describes the set of attributes required to determine if a policy can be
applied to a given user query, and thereby helps to filter out policies from a given
set of policies. The second component, “action (Act)”, is used to compare the
operation requested by the user and the operation permitted to be performed by
the user. The third component, “requested triple Pattern (ReqTrpPtrn)”, is used
to match filtered policies with the triple patterns present in the user query. The
final component, “precondition (PreCond )”, is a set of one or more conditions
that must be satisfied in order to access the triple pattern present in “ReqTrpPtrn”.
4
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I. Motivating example: To better understand the representation of a policy,
consider an example of a scenario based on collaboration and review.
“A lab member can either be a primary author or a co-author of research
papers. Each research paper can be categorized as (1) a submitted paper, (2) a published paper or (3) an ongoing paper. Ongoing papers are
subject to proofreading and can receive comments from the co-authors
as part of multiple proofreading. Submitted papers are reviewed by reviewers, and reviewers provide their reviews. Reviews are read by the
primary author of the paper.”
An RDFS diagram for such a scenario with possible classes and properties
is shown in Figure 2. For each directed edge, the source is the domain and
destination is the range of the relation represented by the label. For simplicity,
consider the system to have users as lab members, and their designation in the
lab as their attribute. With respect to the scenario mentioned above, a few of
the access control requirements can be as follows.
1. Allow a lab members to list her submitted papers on which she is the primary
author or a co-author (Policies 1 and 2).
2. Everyone is allowed to see the list of lab members who are either a primary
author or a co-author of a published papers (Policies 3 and 4).
3. Allow a lab member to list all her ongoing papers on which she is either the
primary author or a co-author (Policies 5 and 6).
4. Allow a lab member to read reviews of a submitted paper if she is its primary
author (represented Policy 7).
5. Allow lab members to list the comments on an ongoing papers for which
they are the primary author (Policy 8).
Figure 3, shows the representation of each of these policies. Here “Attrib:ALL”
indicate that the policy can be enforced on all the queries. For simplicity reasons,
we chose above mentioned policy representation and plan to compare different
policy representation language as a part of our future work.
II. Access Policies Enforcement: The Access Policy Enforcement module
restricts the scope of a submitted user query by rewriting the user query such
that only authorized triples are accessed. Algorithm 1 shows the procedure to
enforce access policies. In order to restrict the scope, applicable policies are
selected from the set of policies by matching user attributes with the attributes
mentioned in the policies. Each of the selected policies is used to establish a
match between the triple patterns present in the user query and the requested
triple pattern of the policy. A match exists if the value (blank node, literal or
URI) for each of the entity (subject, predicate, object) present in the user triple
pattern is same as the value in the requested triple pattern or if there exists a
variable in requested triple pattern at the same position as that of the entity in
triple pattern of the user query.
This mapping aligns variable to variable and value to either variable or value.
For every match, a restricted triple pattern is generated, in which the values

Fig. 2. An RDFS graph of a triple store representing collaboration and review scenario.

present in the user triple pattern are “placed” in the requested triple pattern of
the policy, and similar changes are made to the triples present in the precondition
of the policy. The restricted triple pattern along with the modified preconditions
are combined to form a group pattern and is used to replace the triple pattern
present in the user query. The process is repeated for each triple pattern present
in the user query. By default, the access is restricted when no matching triple
pattern is found from the set of all applicable policies.
3.3

Effect of query rewriting

Since Algorithm 1 restricts the scope of the query on-the-fly, it provides the
capability to support an open environment where users are allowed to submit ad
hoc queries. However, the execution of a restricted query can be computationally
expensive depending on the number of triple patterns and size of the triple store.
For example, the restricted form of a query with a triple pattern {?s ?p ?o}
will be a set of all possible policies as subqueries combined in a group pattern
with “UNION” keyword. Such query rewriting may raise serious issues on the
scalability of the approach and would tempt the practitioners to choose Named
Graph [11] based approaches to provide access control. However, answering a user
query using named graph based approaches requires materialized named graphs,
which comes with the cost of simultaneous updates and storage space[12], and
it becomes difficult to apply the approach for large triple stores.
On the other hand, using a non-materialized named graph as opposed to
materialized one in answering a user query requires a mapping, unfolding and
combining of the triple patterns from all the applicable named graphs [12], making it equally computationally expensive. Moreover, the named graph based
techniques can introduce redundancies among named graphs as the same set of
triple patterns may be used to form the named graphs. For example, a named

Fig. 3. Policies defined using the RDFS graph shown in Figure 2

graph for a person’s friend-of-a-friend may contain the conditions of the named
graph for its friend [12]. Such redundancies are removed by defining a policy on
each edge and rewriting queries before executing them.

Data: userQuery, accessPolicies, userAttribute
Result: Restricted user query
begin
tripleP attern ←− EXT RACT T RIP LES(userQuery);
rstT ripleP atterns ←− ∅;
for triple ∈ triplePattern do
for policy ∈ accessPolicies do
if policy.attribute == userAttribute OR policy.attribute == ALL
then
allowedT riple ←− policy.T riple;
if M AT CH(triple, allowedT riple) then
rstSub ←− triple.Subject;
rstP red ←− triple.P redicate;
rstObj ←− triple.Object;
rstT riple ←− rstSub + rstP red + rstObj
preCond ←− policy.pre condition;
rstP reCond ←−
replaceEntity(preCond, rstSub, rstP red, rstObj);
end
rstT rpP trn ←− createGroupP attern(rstT riple, rstP reCond)
rstT ripleP atterns.add(rstT rpP trn)
end
end
end
if rstT ripleP atterns == ∅ then
return AccessRestricted.
end
return createGroupP attern(rstT ripleP atterns)
end

Algorithm 1: Policy enforcement algorithm

4

Experiments and Evaluation

In this section, we explore the feasibility and behavior of our approach for queries
with one or more triple patterns. All experiments were performed on a computer
running Fedora 17 with a swap memory of 1028 MB on 4GB RAM with i5-2430M
CPU of 2.40 GHz and two cores. The Apache Jena framework was used to store
data and process user queries7 . For all the experiments we used the default
Fuseki server settings.
4.1

Dataset

In order to determine the feasibility and overall effect of our approach on query
execution time, we generated (i) RDF datasets, (ii) access control policies and
(3) query datasets.
7
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RDF dataset generation involved two steps. First, one large dataset was generated using a LUBM [29] script with default value for seed and index. Secondly,
smaller datasets were generated in incremental manner from the larger one,
such that the smaller ones are included in all the other bigger datasets. This
approach to data generation simplifies the query generation process, as the answers to a query generated from smallest dataset will guarantee answers for all
other dataset. For access control policies, we listed 24 empirical policies and produced them in the format shown in Section 3.2, based on the schema of LUBM
generated dataset. For queries, two sets of 50 queries each were created. One
set had one triple pattern chosen at random and the other set had queries with
two triple patterns, both randomly chosen in a manner ensuring that the query
remained connected. Both query datasets where generated independently, such
that no query is associated with any other query. The smallest dataset used to
generate queries had 100,545 triples. Algorithm 2 was used to generated query
dataset.
The query generation algorithm produces an exact number of SPARQL queries
with exact number of triple patterns for any triple store. In order to generate
a query, a pattern template is first chosen at random. Each template has three
character each representing subject, predicate and object, with the character
‘I’ and ‘V’ representing an instance and variable, respectively. The decision of
filling the position with instance or variable is made at random. Each position
is checked for instance from subject to object. If an instance is found at the
subject position, a query is crafted by augmenting an additional pattern that
has variables in all three positions with previously chosen old triple patterns and
the query is executed on the server. An instance is picked at random from the
result sent by the server. If no instance was available, then another pattern was
chosen at random and the process repeated until an instance is obtained to fill
the template. However, if a variable is found in the subject position, it is left
unchanged. Similarly the values for the predicate and object are filled whenever
an instance is encountered at those positions.
For the queries with more than one triple pattern, the first triple pattern was
formed by the procedure described above. For additional triples, a pattern template was selected at random. If “I” was found in subject position, a triple with
all three variable is formed and value was filled at random. If “V” is encountered
in subject position then either previous subject or object variables were used to
fill the position. Depending on the value of subject, the same triple pattern is
augmented with the previous triple pattern to form a query and is used to fill
predicate and object, if not filled with variable. For example, say the first filled
template for triple pattern is “?var1 worksFor ?var2” and second templates
selected was “I V V” then to fill the subject of second template, a query with following where clause “{ ?var1 worksF or ?var2. ?var2 ?var3 ?var4}”
is created and executed on the server to pick the value from the result obtained.
To keep query connected, the choice of the variable at subject and object position for pattern other than first pattern is determined at random from previously

Data: numQueries, trpPtrnCount
Result: SPARQL query
begin
query ←− ∅;
oldT ripleP attern ←− ∅;
newT rpP attern ←− ∅;
ptrnT emplates ←− {IIV, IV I, IV V, V II, V IV, V V I};
i ←− 0;
varCount ←− 0;
for i < trpP trnCount do
rndP attern ←− getRndP trn(ptrnT emplates);
if rndPattern.position[0] == ‘I’ then
oldT rpP attern ←− oldT rpP attern.add({?S?P ?O});
subInstQuery ←− generate SP ARQLQuery(oldT rpP attern);
result ←− EXECU T E QU ERY (subInstQuery);
sub ←− pickRndInstance(result);
oldT rpP attern ←− oldT rpP attern.remove({?S ?P ?O});
end
else
sub ←− pickRndV ar(oldT rpP attern);
varCount ←− varCount + 1;
end
if rndPattern.position[1] == ‘I’ then
oldT rpP attern ←− oldT rpP attern.add({sub ?P ?O});
predInstQuery ←− generate SP ARQLQuery(oldT rpP attern);
result ←− EXECU T E QU ERY (subInstQuery);
pred ←− pickRndInstance(result);
oldT rpP attern.remove({rndSub ?P ?O});
end
else
pred ←− pickRndV ar(oldT rpP attern)
varCount ←− varCount + 1;
end
if rndPattern.position[2] == ‘I’ then
oldT rpP attern ←− oldT rpP attern.add({sub pred ?O});
objInstQuery ←− generate SP ARQLQuery(oldT rpP attern);
result ←− EXECU T E QU ERY (subInstQuery);
obj ←− pickRndInstance(result);
oldT rpP attern ←− oldT rpP attern.remove({sub pred ?O});
end
else
obj ←− pickRndV ar(oldT rpP attern);
varCount ←− varCount + 1;
end
oldT rpP attern ←− oldT rpP attern.add({sub pred obj});
i ←− i + 1
end
return generate SP ARQLQuery(oldT rpP attern)
end

Algorithm 2: Query generation algorithm. Position 0,1 and 2 indicate subject,
predicate and object, respectively.

filled triples (like ?var2). Such filled templates are combined to form one query
and the same process is repeated until desired number of queries are generated.
4.2

Results

We had two goals in the experiment: (1) to understand the behavior of our
approach for a variety of single triple patterns and (2) to understand the behavior
with random queries of varying number of triple patterns. Each of the queries
were restricted using a set of access control policies with same set of attributes.
A total of 20 out of 24 policies were matched based on the set of attribute used
for the experiment.
To characterize the behavior of our approach for a single triple pattern, we
executed queries with one triple pattern, such that it can hold at least one variable and combinations of the triple patterns are covered. The average execution
time of each triple pattern is shown in Table 1. As evident from Table 1, the
pattern with all three variables took the most time to be executed followed by
the pattern with an instance at subject and predicate position followed by a
variable at object position. For patterns like “I I V”, the execution time for
few triple patterns can be significantly effected for a particular dataset, as it
depends on the random data generated by the script, the internal indexing of
Fuseki server, and the policy representation. Figure 4 represents the comparison
when the query was executed with and without access policies, receptively.

IIV

IVI

IVV

VII

VIV

VVI

VVV

With RST

0.2725

0.0081

0.0110

0.0040

0.0665

0.0089

6.9128

Without RST

0.0201

0.0003

0.0263

0.0029

0.0345

0.0178

4.3929

Table 1. The average execution time of each triple pattern for five datasets, where
“RST” is the restriction applied to the query.

In order to understand the behavior with the queries of varying number of
triple patterns, we generated two datasets, TP1 and TP2, which are sets of
queries with one and two triple patterns, respectively. We cleared cache memory
to release pages, dentries and inodes before each query was executed8 . As shown
in Figure 5 and 6, the execution time of the queries increases with the size of
the dataset. The non-uniform increase from first dataset to other datasets is
dependent on randomly generated data, internal indexing of Fuseki server and
representation pattern of access control policies. However such an effect is not
visible when queries with two triple patterns are executed. There is a remarkable
increase in the overall execution time for the queries with two triple patterns
because of empty subqueries, which are formed when policies are applied to the
8

Command to clear cache was “sync; echo3|sudotee/proc/sys/vm/drop caches”

Fig. 4. Average execution time of each query pattern executed over five dataset.

query. Hence with the increase in the number of policies and the number of triple
patterns in query, execution time of the query will increase significantly. As the
part of our future work we plan to explore optimization techniques to reduce
overall execution time.

Fig. 5. Average execution time of 50
queries with one triple executed over
the datasets with increasing number of
triples.

5

Fig. 6. Average execution time of 50
queries with two triples executed over
the datasets with increasing number of
triples.

Conclusion and Future Work

We described a framework to provide attribute-based fine-grained access control
by representing the policies in a triple-based format and enforcing the access policies by rewriting a user’s query. We demonstrated the feasibility of our approach

and the effect of enforcing access control polices on five datasets of different size
by executing queries of varying number of triple patterns. As a part of initial
analysis with a constant set of attributes and policies we found that (1) query
execution time increases with increase in the size of the triple store and (2) query
execution time significantly increases with the number of triple pattern.
For future work, we plan to extend our approach to work for scenarios with
a reasonably large number of user attributes and policies. We also plan to explore the possibilities of optimizing the overall query execution time, since our
approach selects applicable policies and create subqueries to restrict the scope
of a user query. The number of such subqueries is significantly effected by number of policies present to provide access control. In addition, we will provide
a formalization of our approach to demonstrate the completeness of the policy
enforcement algorithm. Moreover, as each of the approaches based on named
graph, description logic, rule and triple pattern provide different level of security and privacy, we plan to compare such techniques with potential merit and
demerit and its effect on overall query execution time.
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